CAMERY READY OUTDOOR PRINT SPECS

VINYL BANNER
ACCEPTABLE FILE FORMATS:
PDF (preferred format)
Make sure all your pdf files have all fonts embedded or created as outlines.
Images must be atleast 300-408 ppi to ensure quality. DO NOT down sample your images to a lower
ppi when exporting as a pdf.
ADOBE CREATIVE SUITES (Indesign, Photoshop, Illustrator)
We have Creative Suite CC so can accept any Adobe CS Suite file up to the latest version. Package
all files in a Zip compression format. Make sure it includes images and fonts or have all your fonts
outlined.
COLOR MODE:
Please make sure all your art and colors in your design are CMYK (process) mode. We can not
accept colors saved as SPOT colors. If you need a specific PMS color - convert to CMYK or their is
an additional fee of $50 each PMS process color. All banners are printed in full CMYK color at no
additional costs.
*NOTE: We do not accept any Quark Express, MS Word, Powerpoint or any other word processing program.
We also do not accpect MS Publisher.
*NOTE: If you need 508 Studio to design your banner we can do so at additional costs. Price varies on
complexity of design.

SCALING & CREATION TIPS:
To ensure transferable files you need to keep them at a managebale scale. See table below for help.
Work at a scale of 1/2” = 1’ scale and use .25” amount of bleed.
SCALE

FINAL LIVE SIZE

1/2” = 1”

235” W x 109” H

REDUCED
LIVE SIZE

BLEED
AMOUNT

FINAL REDUCED
SIZE WITH BLEED

RESOLUTION AT
REDUCED SIZE

FINAL OUTPUT
RESOLUTION

FINAL BLEED
AMOUNT

FINAL OUTPUT
SIZE w/BLEED

9.48” W x
4.54” H

.25”

9.98” W x 5.04” H

408ppi/300ppi

17ppi/12.5ppi

6”

241”W X 115” H
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